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Evaluation of functional magnetic resonance imaging fMRI as a reliable clinical imaging tool
requires accurate assessment and correction of head motion artifacts. As the correction of bulk head
motion is vital, the loss of signal strength from the confounding effect of head motion on spin
magnetization may be an additional factor in activation analysis error. This study focuses on the
evaluation and correction of the spin saturation artifact that occurs when parts of adjacent slices are
selected due to changing head positions in single-shot multislice acquisitions. As a consequence of
head movement, the acquired slices constituting a fMRI volume are no longer parallel to each other
and the spin magnetization in fMRI voxels becomes dependent on head motion history. Motion
corrections applying the same rigid motion estimates to all the slices in a volume may not be a
reasonable approximation in cases where the magnitude of head motion exceeds a subvoxel range.
For realistic ranges of motion in fMRI, an accurate estimate of rigid motion parameters for each
echo planar imaging EPI slice is essential to correctly register voxel intensities. Previously we
have implemented the map-slice-to-volume MSV motion correction method that maps each slice
in a time series onto a reference anatomical volume, which proved to be effective in improving
activation detection. To correctly evaluate the motion dependence of spin magnetization, each voxel
is tracked with movement history that is available from MSV motion estimates. Relatively low in
resolution, EPI voxels are composed of varying mixtures of white matter WM, gray matter GM,
and cerebrospinal fluid CSF and variations in the tissue composition give rise to voxel intensities
that are functions of tissue T1 properties. We have developed a weighted-average spin saturation
WASS correction method that can handle full rigid motion and account for the mélange of
different brain tissue isochromats at each EPI voxel location. We evaluated the effect of spin
saturation artifacts and the performance of the WASS correction using simulated fMRI time series
synthesized with known true activation, motion, and the associated spin saturation artifact. Two
different ranges of head rotations, −5,5 and −2,2 deg, were introduced and the effect of the
spin saturation artifact was quantified to show 18% and 13% reduction in activation detection rate,
respectively. Following the MSV motion and WASS correction, results indicate that WASS correc-
tion can improve activation detection by 17% relative to MSV only correction. © 2008 American
Association of Physicists in Medicine. DOI: 10.1118/1.2826555
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Functional magnetic resonance imaging fMRI is a nonin-
vasive tool for imaging brain function. The functionality of
the brain relative to a particular stimulus is assessed by mea-
suring stimulus triggered blood oxygenation level dependent
BOLD signal intensity changes along a series of MR im-
ages acquired for the duration of the activation study, i.e., a
fMRI time series. However, due to subject head motion,
voxel intensities may be altered, causing signal intensity
changes dependent on positions of the head with respect to
the scanner.1 The use of head restraints is not only impracti-
cal for patient studies in which discomfort may cause ad-
verse reactions but also not a satisfactory solution to motion
424 Med. Phys. 35 „2…, February 2008 0094-2405/2008/35„problems. Since the activation hypotheses for the various
brain regions are tested using statistical testing2–4 to identify
significant fMRI signal changes, undesired signal variation
from head motion apart from BOLD intensity changes would
skew the activation analyses.
This work focuses on the confounding effect of head mo-
tion on spin magnetization, leading to an additional increase
in signal modulation that is not related to the BOLD effect.
Most fMRI time series are acquired by a multislice scheme
using single shot echo planar imaging EPI. Single shot ac-
quisition of an EPI slice makes it possible to safely neglect
head motion during a slice excitation. However, due to
changes in head position during the multislice acquisition,
slices in the volume are no longer parallel to each other.
4242…/424/11/$23.00 © 2008 Am. Assoc. Phys. Med.
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sufficient time to recover to their equilibrium states causing
spin saturation. This motion dependant alteration in spin
magnetization makes the signal intensity variation in over-
lapping slice areas a function of the subject’s movement his-
tory. The spin saturation artifact, also called spin history ar-
tifact in the literature,1,5 may be an additional factor in false
detection of fMRI signals in activation analysis by statistical
inference.
Although recognized as a potential problem in fMRI ac-
tivation analyses,1 the effect of spin saturation artifacts on
activation detection has not been investigated with the capa-
bility to follow voxel positions accurately. The spin satura-
tion artifact at a particular single tissue voxel is a function of
head position relative to B0, repetition time TR and echo
time TE, the effective flip angle, and T1-dependent signal
amplitude. Since EPI data are acquired at low spatial resolu-
tion, each EPI voxel can be approximated by a mixture of
gray matter GM, white matter WM, and cerebrospinal
fluid CSF isochromats. Patient head motion may result in a
loss of equilibrium magnetization states for some or all iso-
chromats contributing to a particular EPI voxel, due to exci-
tation at irregular time intervals.
The approach to correct spin-history artifacts by Friston
et al.1 uses regression of intensities using motion parameters
obtained from volume to volume registration. Volume-to-
volume registration schemes assume that all slices in an ac-
quired volume are aligned parallel to each other and may not
provide a reasonable approximation of inter-slice head mo-
tion. This precludes the use of such volumetric motion esti-
mates to assess and correct spin saturation artifacts induced
by relative changes in slice positions in the same EPI vol-
ume. Muresan et al.5 have proposed a spin correction scheme
that is to be applied prior to motion estimation. However
their method is also restricted to the correction of spin satu-
ration effects arising due to head motion between volume
acquisitions only.
In this study, we propose to use rigid motion estimates
with six degrees of freedom obtained from our
map-slice-to-volume6 MSV motion correction technique,
which maps each EPI slice onto a higher resolution anatomi-
cal volume acquired from the same subject. This mapping
can be used to track the motion dependent, irregular time
intervals between consecutive slice excitations at the higher
resolution of the anatomical volume. Since anatomical data
voxels are sampled finely enough to be approximated as tis-
sue isochromats, they can be used to estimate unknown frac-
tions of GM, WM, and CSF contributing to each mapped EPI
voxel. Motion estimates from MSV, slice geometry, TR, TE,
and effective flip angles at each voxel location are then used
to identify voxels with spin saturation artifacts. To approxi-
mate spin saturation correction factors for EPI voxels, a
weighted-average spin saturation WASS correction is intro-
duced. To alleviate partial volume effects, the spin saturation
correction factor for each affected EPI voxel is approximated
by a convex combination of the correction factors of its con-
stituent brain tissue isochromats as identified by its mapping
onto the anatomical volume.
Medical Physics, Vol. 35, No. 2, February 2008This work presents i the spin saturation effect using
mathematical expressions and ii the WASS correction
which compensates EPI voxels affected by spin saturation,
by approximating the ratios of changes in their intensities
attributable to spin saturation, using known time series pa-
rameters and motion estimates. To evaluate our method, two
realistic fMRI time series with known rigid motion and cor-
responding spin saturation artifacts were simulated. The
ranges of motion introduced in the two time series were
−5,5 and −2,2 deg, respectively. Activation was intro-
duced in manually selected brain regions assuming an epoch
based experimental paradigm with a box-car stimulus se-
quence. Motion estimates from MSV were used to correct
the simulated data for spin saturation related voxel intensity
variation. Receiver operating characteristic ROC curves
were generated using activation maps for both simulated
times series after MSV motion correction with and without
WASS correction, as well as for the simulated ground truth.
Results suggest that weighted average spin saturation artifact
correction with retrospective MSV motion estimation may
have a significant role in improving activation detection.
II. THEORY
II.A. Mathematical expressions for spin saturation
artifacts in single tissue voxels
To acquire a multislice fMRI time series, longitudinal
magnetizations of spins in slice-like regions of the subject’s
brain are selectively excited and flipped onto the transverse
plane using an -angle radio frequency rf pulse. It has been
established that the intensity of a tissue isochromat at a given
coordinate in an acquired MR volume is proportional to the
effective flip angle and to the magnetization component in
the XY plane, at that location.7 For now we focus on the
effect of patient head motion on the intensity of a single
tissue isochromat. Let mz
0v be the initial magnetization at
rest of a particular tissue isochromat at location vR3,
characterized by a single tissue with time constants T1 and
T2. Let mz,i
− v be the longitudinal magnetization just before
the ith flip angle pulse with effective flip angle iv The
longitudinal magnetization mz,i
+ v just after the ith excitation
pulse is given by
mz,i
+ v = mz,i
− vcosiv , 1
where mz,i
− v=mz
0v. Let ti , i=1,2 , . . . be the time interval
between the ith and i+1th consecutive excitation of the tis-
sue isochromat, then the longitudinal magnetization between
excitations recovers according to
mz,i+1
− v = mz,i
+ ve−ti/T1 + mz
0v1 − e−ti/T1
= mz,i
− vcosive−ti/T1 + mz
0v1 − e−ti/T1 . 2
The brain volume of interest is repeatedly excited M
times before conducting the activation study so as to force all
magnetization vectors to achieve an incoherent steady state.8
In such a state, if each tissue isochromat is excited every TR,
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− v=mz,i
− v=mz
ssv, ∀iM This steady state magneti-
zation mz
ssv can be expressed in terms of the initial magne-
tization using Eq. 2,
mz,M+1
− v = mz,M
− vcosMve−TR/T1 + mz
0v1 − e−TR/T1
= mz
ssv, iv = v∀i
⇒ mz
ssv = mz
0vfssv,
where fssv
1 − e−TR/T1
1 − cosve−TR/T1
;i M . 3
Hence, in the absence of head motion the artifact free inten-
sity Itrue is proportional to the transverse magnetization,
mxy
ss v=mz
ssvsinv,
Itruev  mxy
ss ve−TE/T2
= mz
0v
1 − e−TR/T1
1 − cosve−TR/T1
sinve−TE/T2. 4
In the presence of head motion between slice acquisitions,
EPI slices in a volume are not parallel to each other. Hence,
the time difference between the successive excitations of
some spins cannot be maintained at TR, causing the incoher-
ent steady state established by Eq. 3 to break down. Thus,
Eq. 4 is rarely an accurate representation of isochromatic
tissue intensities in an fMRI study. In particular, the intensity
of a given tissue isochromat will drop if less than TR ms
have elapsed since its last excitation causing the longitudinal
magnetization at that location to be reexcited before relaxing
to mz
ssv. The effect of n irregularly spaced excitations on
mz,n
− v can be found by repeatedly using Eqs. 1 and 2.
Specifically, it can be shown that
mz,n
− v = mz
0vfnv , 5
where fnv, a function of tissue T1, the effective flip angles
iv , i=1,2 , . . . ,n−1, and previous head positions via ti , i
=1,2 , . . . ,n−1, is recursively given by
f i+1v = f ivcosive−ti/T1 + 1 − e−ti/T1 ,
6
i = 1,2, . . . ,
with f1v= 1−e−TR/T1 / 1−cosve−TR/T1, assuming
that the isochromat was initially in its incoherent steady state
given by Eq. 3. The corresponding observed intensity af-
fected by the spin saturation phenomenon, Iobvsv ,n, is pro-
portional to the transverse magnetization mxy,nv,
Iobvsv ,n  mxy,nve−TE/T2 = mz
0vfnvsinnve−TE/T2.
7
The recursive Eq. 6 is valid only for tissue isochromats
of small voxels. However, to gain temporal resolution, fMRI
scans typically have relatively large voxel sizes. Thus, the
intensity of each fMRI voxel is proportional to the average
transverse magnetization of a mixture of GM, WM, and CSF
isochromats.
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Spin saturation artifacts are a direct consequence of head
motion and voxels affected by them can be identified using
head trajectory estimates, head geometry, and fMRI time se-
ries attributes. As noted earlier, EPI voxels have low spatial
resolution. Thus, the intensity of a single EPI voxel in a
fMRI time series reflects the average transverse magnetiza-
tion over a small brain volume made up of a mélange of
different brain tissue. Consequently, the effective time con-
stants T1epi and T2*epi of the EPI voxel cannot be estimated
satisfactorily using a single brain tissue.
Consider the acquisition of a fMR time series using EPI
with repetition time TR, echo time TE, and -angle rf pulses.
Let the time series contain V volumes with S slices in each
volume. Let s, s=1,2 , . . . ,S index the slices in acquisition
order in a given EPI volume v, v=1,2 , . . . ,V. The integer
nepi= v−1S+s indexes the total number of slices in the EPI
time series by acquisition order. In the presence of subject
head motion, the observed intensity of an EPI voxel at coor-
dinate uR3 in slice nepi of the time series is given by
Iobvsu ,nepi  mz,epi
− u ,nepisinue−TE/T2
*epi
,
8
where nepi = 1,2, . . . ,V S .
mz,epi
− u ,nepi is the longitudinal magnetization of the EPI
voxel at location u just before the excitation pulse for the nepith
slice of the time series. Due to subject head motion, the S
slices in each EPI volume will no longer be parallel to each
other. Consequently, spins in some portion of these slices
will be excited at irregular time intervals causing them to
deviate from their induced steady state. This transitory re-
sponse of some spin magnetizations will result in spin satu-
ration, causing the longitudinal magnetization at a given co-
ordinate location to vary across volumes.
However, in the absence of subject motion, the magneti-
zation vectors in the entire brain volume can be assumed to
be in an induced incoherent steady state. The intensity of an
EPI voxel at location u assuming no motion is given by
Itrueu  mz,epi
ss usinue−TE/T2
*epi
, 9
where mz,epi
ss u is the incoherent steady state magnetization
of the EPI voxel. In the absence of subject motion and signal
noise this steady state magnetization at a given location u
will not change across the time series volumes due to spin
saturation.
The observed intensity of an EPI time series voxel af-
fected by spin saturation is related to that of a motion-free
EPI time series of the same subject, obtained using the same
timing and acquisition parameters, by
Itrueu = Iobvsu ,nepi
mz,epi
ss u
mz,epi
− u ,nepi
. 10
Thus, spin saturation artifacts can be detected and corrected,
if we can approximate the ratio mz,epi
ss . /mz,epi
− . at each EPI
voxel location. Since such a spin saturation correction
mechanism will appropriately scale observed intensity values
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tions where the artifact is severe enough to make the ob-
served intensity zero.
For brevity, we assume without deliberation, the existence
of a registration scheme that can obtain reasonably accurate
head motion estimates by registering each EPI slice onto a
high resolution anatomical MR volume of the same patient.6
Further, these motion estimates can be used to map every
large EPI voxel onto a K neighborhood of finer anatomical
volume voxels. Specific details of such a registration process
are outlined in Sec. III B.
If we approximate the numerous infinitesimally small
GM, WM, and CSF isochromats underlying each mapped
EPI voxel by the K neighborhood of “small” finite sized
voxels from the anatomical volume with corresponding time
constants T1GM, T1WM, and T1CSF; we can express the lon-
gitudinal magnetization of the EPI voxel at coordinate uR3
as the average magnetization computed over this neighbor-
hood
mz,epi
0 u 
1
K vkNu
mz
0vk ,
mz,epi
ss u 
1
K vkNu
mz
ssvk ,
and
mz,epi
− u ,nepi 
1
K vkNu
mz,nk
− vk; nk  nepi, 11
where Nu denotes the neighborhood of K finer voxels.
mz,epi
0 u is the initial at rest magnetization of the EPI voxel
at u , mz,epi
ss u is its incoherent steady state magnetization
assuming no head motion, and mz,epi
− u ,nepi is the longitudi-
nal magnetization just before the excitation of the nepith EPI
slice at time point tnepi. The number of consecutive excita-
tions nk for an approximated isochromat is the number of
times series slices that were mapped on to that isochromat up
to time tnepi. The time between consecutive excitations
t1 , t2 , . . . , tnk is given by the time elapsed between the excita-
tion of these nk EPI slices.
Further, along the lines of Eqs. 3 and 5 we define
unknown correction factors fsswau and fnepi
wa u ,nepi such that,
for an EPI voxel at u ,
mz,epi
ss u mz,epi0 ufsswau and
12
mz,epi
− u ,nepi mz,epi0 ufnepi
wa u .
Approximating the longitudinal magnetizations mz,epi.
above by the approximations in Eq. 11 gives
fsswau  fˆsswau = 
vkNu
mz
ssvk
v jNumz
0v jand
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wa u  fˆnepi
wa u = 
vkNu
mz,nk
− vk
v jNumz
0v j
. 13
Since the anatomical volume voxels are approximated as
GM, WM, and CSF isochromats, we can use Eqs. 3 and 5
to estimate the two correction factors
fˆsswau = 
vkNu
mz
0vk
v jNumz
0v j
fssvk
and
fˆnepi
wa u = 
vkNu
mz
0vk
v jNumz
0v j
fnkvk , 14
where the incoherent steady state factors fss are given by Eq.
3. The spin saturation dependence of fˆnepi
wa is captured by the
fnk factors, given by the recursion in Eq. 6 using time con-
stants T1GM, T1WM, or T1CSF as appropriate.
As each anatomical volume voxel has the same size and
the initial magnetization of an isochromat is proportional to
its proton density 0, the equilibrium magnetization mz
0 can
be replaced by 0 in Eq. 14. Further, as only relative proton
density values of GM, WM, and CSF up to a common factor
are required, relative proton densities 0 dependent on tissue
water content 0,GM=0.80, 0,WM=0.72, and 0,CSF=1.0 can
be used
fˆsswau = 
vkNu
0vk
v jNu0v j
fssvk
and
fˆnepi
wa u = 
vkNu
0vk
v jNu0v j
fnkvk . 15
Finally, using Eqs. 10, 12, and 13 Itrue can be ap-
proximated by
Iˆtrueu ,nepi = Iobvsu ,nepi
fˆsswau
fˆnepi
wa u
. 16
In summary, the estimate of Iˆtrueu ,nepi uses knowledge
of approximate tissue T1 and 0 values at the resolution of
the anatomical volume, time series repetition time TR, the
number of EPI volumes V, the number of slices per volume
S, and an estimate of the effective flip angle at each anatomi-
cal volume voxel grid location. The algorithm used to imple-
ment Eqs. 15 and 16 is described in Sec. III C. In subse-
quent sections, for clarity, we call this correction the
weighted average spin saturation WASS correction.
III. METHODS
III.A. fMRI time series simulation
Two simulated time series were derived from a synthetic
high resolution T2-weighted volume with voxel dimensions
111 mm3, downloaded from the International Consor-
9tium of Brain Mapping ICBM. Each voxel in the volume
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WM, or CSF with known T1 values, 833, 500, and 2569 ms,
respectively, as obtained from the ICBM website.24 Head
motion was simulated by rotating the T2-weighted volume in
three-dimensional 3D space prior to extracting each EPI
slice, to form a fMRI volume. This process was repeated to
obtain a set of time series volumes. The head was assumed to
be moving in the scanner’s frame of reference while the co-
ordinates at which the EPI slice was imaged by the scanner
were fixed. To mimic head motion such as nodding in a real
subject, the motion included in-plane and out-of-plane rota-
tions. Practically observed head rotations over successive
volumes in the time series maintain continuity with previous
head positions. Hence, the applied motion was designed to
be smooth without being periodic.
To estimate the range of realistic through plane motion,
real time MRI scans were obtained from a normal volunteer
without head restraints using 2D turbo field echo in a Philips
3T system. The images were acquired while the subject was
verbalizing words typically used in language tasks for fMRI
studies. A hundred 140108, 10 mm thick slices of the sag-
ittal brain view were obtained with a dynamic scan time 251
ms. The relative range of interslice motion was estimated by
registering each image to the initial image as a reference.
Registration results indicated rotational and translational mo-
tion of up to + /−5.4 deg and + /−5.2 mm.
To consider the range of motion commonly used to evalu-
ate most fMRI studies,5,10 two time series were simulated
with + /−5 and + /−2 deg rotational motion. The average
magnitude of rotation between consecutive slice acquisitions
was 0.25° and 0.09°, respectively. Each time series consisted
of 120 volumes with 14 slices in each volume. Three sets
one for each of the three coordinate axes x, y, z of 121 iid
random numbers were drawn from a uniform distribution to
set the head position at the beginning of each volume acqui-
sition. To ensure smoothness, a cubic polynomial was fit to
the sequence of random angles for each coordinate axis. The
orientation of the head during each intermediate EPI slice
scan was obtained by sampling the polynomials at appropri-
ate time points. The EPI time series parameters for both
simulations were set at TR=3000 ms, =90° using an inter-
leaved slice acquisition. The given TR value and head trajec-
tories constructed above determined the time instances at
which every voxel in the T2 weighted MR volume was im-
aged by the scanner.
Spin saturation artifacts were introduced by treating each
high resolution voxel as a WM, GM, or CSF isochromat.
Consequently, Eqs. 4 and 7 were used to introduce spin
saturation artifacts in the high resolution T2 volume. The
activation task was assumed to be a block design, alternating
a stimulus and a control cycle every 10 volumes. Activated
voxels were created by increasing the intensities in manually
marked regions of the volume by 2% before simulating mo-
tion and spin saturation artifacts. The synthetic activations
were introduced such that activated EPI voxels would con-
tain mainly GM and some WM isochromats. Voxels in an
fMRI slice at a particular acquisition time instance were ob-
tained by averaging the voxel intensities in the correspond-
Medical Physics, Vol. 35, No. 2, February 2008ing 226 neighborhood of the T2 volume. The resultant
simulated time series consisted of 120 EPI volumes, with a
voxel size of 226 mm3. The ground truth activation
map was obtained by down sampling the high resolution
activation map to match the resolution of fMRI volumes. To
account for signal noise Gaussian noise N0,4 and Ray-
leigh noise =2 were added to fMRI voxels with nonzero
and no signal intensities, respectively.11
III.B. Map-slice-to-volume motion estimation and
activation map computation
The MSV motion correction technique was introduced in
our previous work and has shown improved localization of
activation in human data.6 Motion correction was performed
by mapping each EPI slice on to a high resolution anatomical
MR volume acquired in the same fMRI session, to accom-
modate interslice head motion. The MSV algorithm models
3D motion of multislice EPI data by allowing each slice to
have its own six degrees of freedom, i.e., a rigid-body trans-
form. Each EPI slice hnepi is registered to a 3D anatomical
reference volume gref using a rigid body transform denoted
by Tnepi. The vector nepi consists of six rigid motion param-
eters tx , ty , tz ,	x ,	y ,	z for EPI slice number nepi. The auto-
mated registration finds this optimized transform Tnepi by
maximizing the mutual information between hnepi and gref.
The MSV algorithm uses the Nelder–Mead downhill simplex
optimizer.12 The final set of optimized motion parameters
and trilinear interpolation are used to transform and recon-
struct each EPI slice hnepi in the reference volume coordinate
system.
Hypothesis testing of changes in voxel intensities of each
time series after only MSV motion correction or both motion
and WASS correction described in the following section
was performed using 2000 random permutations.2 The test
statistic used was the student-T test of differences between
stimulation and rest volumes. Activation maps were obtained
by comparing the calculated p values with different alpha
threshold values in the range of 510−4 ,1. Finally, ROC
curves were generated by computing fractions of false posi-
tive and true positive counts relative to the known manually
introduced activation pattern.
III.C. Weighted average spin saturation correction
The WASS correction proceeds in a sequential manner,
processing each EPI slice indexed according to acquisition
order by the same procedure. Similar to MSV, WASS correc-
tion uses a high resolution anatomical volume acquired dur-
ing the same fMRI session. Each voxel in the anatomical
volume is approximated by a GM, WM, or CSF isochromat
with a corresponding approximate T1 and 0 value. As de-
scribed by the flow chart in Fig. 1, a “correction factor”
value and a “time elapsed” counter is associated with each
anatomical volume voxel. Each EPI slice is mapped onto the
anatomical volume using the corresponding MSV motion es-
timates. This mapping is then used by the time elapsed
counters to track the amount of time that has elapsed since
the last time each anatomical voxel was excited. The correc-
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voxel are recursively updated by Eq. 6, using the time
elapsed counters and appropriate approximate T1 values. For
a given EPI voxel in slice nepi excited at time point tnepi, the
factors fˆnepi
wa are computed using the updated correction fac-
tors fnk and approximate 0 values in its anatomical neigh-
borhood using Eq. 15. Each fnk in the anatomical neighbor-
hood could have been updated a distinct number of times.
This number of updates depends on the number of EPI slices
that were mapped onto the anatomical voxel up to time tnepi.
Since fˆsswa is independent of the time between excitations, it
can be computed straightforwardly using Eqs. 3 and 15.
Lastly, the EPI voxel intensity is corrected using Eq. 16.
This process is sequentially repeated for all the slices in the
EPI time series.
For synthetic data we have access to an anatomical vol-
ume with the same accurate classification of GM, WM, and
CSF, as that used to induce spin saturation artifacts. In reality
spin saturation artifacts can be modeled as effects of the
premature excitation of a collection of infinitesimally small
FIG. 1. Flowchart describing the implementation of WASS correction.isochromats in the vicinity of the EPI voxel. In the real data
Medical Physics, Vol. 35, No. 2, February 2008case, due to the finite resolution of the anatomical volume,
there is an inherent inaccuracy in the classification of GM,
WM, and CSF isochromats. To account for the effect of this
error in classification in our WASS correction, a “blurred”
ICBM T1 volume was used as the anatomical volume. This
volume was created by roughly approximating the dominant
T1 classification over three voxels i.e., 3 mm along the z
axis, using a 113 mm3 resolution T1 volume from the
ICBM website.24 The misclassification was applied only
along the longitudinal direction as spin saturation artifacts
1
FIG. 2. ROC curve analyses of activated voxels from two time series simu-
lated with head rotations of a + /−5 and b + /−2 deg max/min. Plots are
from the activation detection of simulated data with spin saturation and
motion artifacts after no correction and after true motion recovery only .
“Ground truth”  is from a time series simulated with only motion with-
out spin saturation artifacts after true motion recovery.occur mainly due to out-of-plane motion. In contrast, the
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ume 111 mm3 for the tissue classification.
IV. RESULTS
Two fMRI time series simulated using max/min + /−5
and + /−2 deg rotational motion trajectories with corre-
sponding spin saturation artifacts were treated as “observed”
time series data. Similarly two corresponding time series free
of the spin saturation effect were also generated using the
same motion trajectories. These time series were corrected
using known true motion, to establish ground truth data.
The effect of only spin saturation artifacts on activation
detection was evaluated by correcting both observed time
series for motion only using the known true motion param-
eters. Corresponding ROC curves are shown in Figs. 2a
and 2b. The degrading effect of spin saturation artifacts on
activation detection was quantified by computing the area
under the curve AUC values for both ROC curves, listed in
Table I. As motion was reduced from + /−5 to + /−2 deg, the
effect of spin saturation reduced almost proportionately. This
can be seen by the loss of 0.033 and 0.012 in corresponding
AUC values due to spin saturation alone. Activation maps
showing the effect of spin saturation artifacts on activation
detection for the simulated time series with a + /−5 and b
+ /−2 deg rotation motion are shown in Figs. 3a and 3b,
respectively.
In reality, the T1 values for GM, WM, and CSF vary
across the subject population and are known only approxi-
mately. Three WASS corrections were performed with 1
exact ICBM T1 values, T1GM=833 ms, T1WM=500 ms, and
T1CSF=2569 ms, 2 approximate text book T1 values,8
T1GM=900 ms, T1WM=600 ms, and T1CSF=4000 ms, and
3 a single T1 value, T1GM=833 ms. Average percentage
errors in the corrected voxel intensities were obtained, using
the ground truth intensities, as follows:

vg. % error =
1
Ni=1
N Itrueu i − Iˆtrueu i
Itrueu i
, 17
where N is the number of non-zero intensity voxels in the
region of interest ROI for each fMRI volume. Iˆtrueu is the
spin saturation compensated intensity at coordinate u in the
WASS corrected time series and Itrueu is the corresponding
known true intensity obtained from the ground truth time
TABLE I. Approximate area under the ROC curve AUC values comparing
the improvement in activation detection for the manually introduced activa-
tion pattern after true motion correction only. The difference in AUC be-
tween ground truth and only motion correction can be attributed to the loss
due to spin saturation artifacts. The loss is denoted as a % value relative to
the AUC difference between “only motion correction” and “no correction.”
No
correction Ground truth
Only motion
correction
Reduction in the AUC
due to spin saturation
+ /−5° 0.614 0.826 0.793 0.03318.4%
+ /−2° 0.763 0.868 0.856 0.01212.9%series. The ROI was restricted to the manually introduced
Medical Physics, Vol. 35, No. 2, February 2008activation regions. Error standard deviation and max/min
percentage intensity error values listed in Table II indicate a
reduction in intensity errors following WASS correction. Re-
duction is errors after WASS correction using approximate
T1 values was comparable to that using exact T1 values.
Further, for the larger −5,5 range of motion WASS correc-
tion using approximate T1 values significantly out performed
that using a single T1 value, in contrast this improvement in
performance was noticeably smaller for the −2,2 motion
range.
The viability of WASS depends on its ability to withstand
the combined effect of errors in interslice motion estimation,
FIG. 3. Activation maps alpha=0.002 from the simulated time series with
a + /−5 and b + /−2 deg rotation motion superimposed on the anatomical
T1-weighted volume. Images in rows show two selected slices showing: the
manually applied true activation pattern first column, activation maps
computed for simulated time series without spin saturation after only true
motion correction second column, and for corresponding simulated time
series with spin saturation after only true motion correction third column.approximate T1 values, and approximate relative proton den-
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signal noise and −5,5 and −2,2 deg rotational motion
ranges were obtained using the MSV algorithm. Root-mean-
square errors RMSE between MSV motion estimates and
the known true motion in Table III show subvoxel accuracy
in both cases. Intensity modulation due to the spin saturation
effect did not significantly affect the accuracy of MSV. These
motion estimates were then used to process both time series
using WASS correction. WASS correction was performed us-
ing exact ICBM T1s, approximate textbook T1s, and a
single ICBM GM T1. To study the efficacy of WASS using
MSV motion estimates, ROC curves were generated for both
observed time series after MSV motion correction with and
without WASS correction. ROC plots in Fig. 4 and corre-
sponding AUC values in Table IV show that WASS correc-
tion based on MSV motion estimates significantly improved
activation detection compared to motion only correction.
Activation maps alpha=0.001 for two representative
slices from both observed time series before and after WASS
correction in Figs. 5a and 5b show that WASS correction
clearly improves activation detection. For the data with
+ /−5 deg motion Fig. 5a, activation maps indicate that
WASS using approximate T1GM, T1WM, and T1CSF values
performs better than that using a single T1 exact T1GM
correction for some activation patterns. In contrast, there ap-
pears to be little perceptible difference in the efficacy of the
correction with approximate and single T1s for the data with
smaller motion Fig. 5b. This is consistent with our earlier
observation concerning residual percentage intensity errors
after WASS correction using different approximate T1 values
shown in Table II.
TABLE II. Improvement in percentage intensity erro
approximate T1 values, and a single exact GM T1
motion and spin saturation artifacts. Comparisons we
table lists max/min and standard deviation SD valu
with respect to corresponding ground truth data.
No spin saturation correction Exact
±−5°
max/min
SD
5.3663/0.2891
1.2032
1.01
±−2°
max/min
SD
2.3093/0.0936
0.4996
0.54
TABLE III. RMSE values between the applied ground
based MSV for both simulated time series. The value
registration method.
Rotation RMSE deg
Rx Ry
+ /−5° 0.3555 0.3402 0.
+ /−2° 0.2187 0.2067 0.Medical Physics, Vol. 35, No. 2, February 2008V. DISCUSSION
We have developed a spin saturation artifact correction
method for fMRI time-series data. Its performance was
evaluated using ROC curves, activation maps, and simulated
fMRI time-series data. In contrast to commonly used
volume-to-volume fMRI registration, we employ a MI based
MSV registration algorithm. MSV estimates rigid motion pa-
rameters by mapping each EPI slice in the time series onto a
high resolution anatomical volume obtained from the same
subject. This mapping is used to obtain information about the
tissue composition of each low resolution EPI voxel using
the high resolution anatomical volume. After identification of
spin saturation affected EPI voxels, WASS correction uses
the knowledge of percentage contributions of different brain
tissues i.e., WM, GM, and CSF to the EPI voxel intensity,
to compensate it for spin saturation effects.
Inherent GM, WM, and CSF misclassifications, approxi-
mate T1 values and approximate proton density values were
used in the WASS correction based on MSV motion esti-
mates. Apart from its dependence on the accuracy of MSV
motion estimates, the efficacy of the WASS correction for
EPI voxels in slice nepi, is largely a function of the estimates
of the correction factors fˆsswa. and fˆnepi
wa . in Eq. 15. These
estimates improve with the resolution of the anatomical vol-
ume with respect to EPI volumes.
The range of motion in a fMRI time series varies with the
level of corporation from a subject as well as the tasks being
studied. Typically volumetric registration motion estimates
of up to + /−1 mm translation and + /−1 deg rotation have
been reported for normal subjects.1 In contrast, MSV regis-
llowing WASS correction using exact T1 values,
 for simulated data with ±5 and ±2 deg rotational
tricted to the manually added activation regions. The
percentage intensity errors computed using Eq. 17
WA-spin saturation correction using
Approximate T1s Single exact T1s
0638
5
1.3862/0.0834
0.2858
2.5124/0.1278
0.5221
0263
0
0.7210/0.0332
0.1467
1.1220/0.0526
0.2206
h motion and the motion estimates recovered by MI
representative of the subpixel accuracy of the MSV
Translation RMSE mm
Tx Ty Tz
0.1627 0.1796 0.1787
0.1257 0.1449 0.1345rs fo
value
re res
es of
T1s
89/0.
0.190
72/0.
0.113trut
s are
Rz
0908
1278
V m
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translations and 7.3 deg rotations.6 Motion for certain fMRI
studies, such as verbal tasks, may be larger than the typically
observed subject motion due to jaw and mouth movements.
For a realistic motion range, −5,5, our results in Table IV
show that the proposed spin saturation artifact correction
provides significant improvement in activation detection.
This is quantified by an increase in the AUC of the ROC
curve from 0.77 before WASS correction to 0.8 after WASS
correction. This improvement is consistent with the effect of
spin saturation artifacts on activation analysis shown in Table
I. For the time series with a smaller range of motion,
−2,2, the effect is relatively smaller, but still proves to be
FIG. 4. ROC curve analyses of activation detection from two noisy time ser
data processed with MSV only  and both MSV and WASS . Ground t
saturation effect, after true motion recovery. The WASS correction used MS
TABLE IV. Approximate area under the ROC curve A
for the noisy simulated fMRI time series, following b
T1s” column tries to emulate postprocessing in a re
approximate T1 values are available. The percentag
provement in AUC values due to WASS correction alo
Correction. The improvements in AUC were calculat
Ground truth noisy Only MSV motion
+ /−5° 0.822 0.774
+ /−2° 0.855 0.834Medical Physics, Vol. 35, No. 2, February 2008effective when the activation maps are compared. Our previ-
ous study6 and the motion assessment in this study using real
time dynamic MRI data indicate that the range of + /−5 is a
realistic representation of subject head motion.
T1 values for GM, WM, and CSF vary across the patient
population. Table II summarizes results of the study of the
effect of error in T1 values on WASS correction. These re-
sults indicate that WASS correction using approximate T1
values shows reduced accuracy when compared to that using
exact T1s. However, WASS correction using approximate T1
values significantly reduces residual errors in corrected voxel
intensities when compared to that using a single T1. The
WASS correction using approximate T1 values reduces re-
imulated with head rotations of a + /−5 and b + /−2 deg max/min, for
* is from a time series simulated with only motion parameters without spin
otion estimates and approximate tissue T1 values.
values demonstrating improved activation detection
SV motion and WASS correction. The “approximate
c scenario, where only MSV motion estimates and
ues in the approximate T1s column denote the im-
s a percentage of that obtained by Only MSV Motion
ith respect to the no correction AUC in Table I.
ction
MSV motion and WASS correction
Exact T1s Approximate T1s Single T1s
0.800 0.80217.4% 0.803
0.845 0.84512.2% 0.844ies s
ruth UC
oth M
alisti
e val
ne, a
ed w
corre
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T1CSF time constant is significantly different from T1GM and
T1WM, misclassifications of CSF as GM or WM will contrib-
ute strongly to the error metric in Eq. 17. Since WASS
using a single T1 uses only the T1 value of GM in our
comparison, inclusion of CSF in the ROI may bias this error
metric toward WASS using distinct T1GM, T1WM, and T1CSF
values. Hence, to account for the prevalence of activation in
GM, we restrict the ROI in Eq. 17 to the manually intro-
duced activation pattern only.
While the effect of inaccuracies in T1 values, proton den-
sity values, motion estimates, and classification of GM, WM,
and CSF isochromats was accounted for in the evaluation of
our WASS correction, the slice profile in both the simulation
and the correction was assumed to be rectangular. WASS
correction depends on the cosine of effective flip angles at
the resolution of the anatomical volume, as modeled by Eqs.
FIG. 5. Sample activation maps alpha=0.001 comparing the effect of
WASS correction using approximate T1 values on activation detection for
two simulated time series with a + /−5 and b + /−2 deg motion and
signal noise. Both time series were corrected using MSV motion estimates
and corresponding WASS correction. For comparison, two sample slices are
shown from: the manually applied true activation pattern first column,
corresponding activation maps after only MSV based motion correction, i.e.,
no WASS correction second column, after MSV motion followed by
WASS correction with approximate T1 values third column, and after
MSV motion followed by WASS correction with a single T1 value fourth
column.3 and 6. Thus, errors in approximations to the actual slice
Medical Physics, Vol. 35, No. 2, February 2008profile used to acquire the EPI time series may affect the
performance of our spin saturation correction.
This study focuses on demonstrating the viability of a
new spin saturation correction technique based on MSV mo-
tion estimates and evaluating its performance using realisti-
cally simulated mathematical phantom data and correspond-
ing ground truth. While validation using real time series
would be ideal, establishing ground truth for a real fMRI
time series can be a challenging task. Approximations and
inaccuracies that are representative of clinical human data
were introduced in the evaluation of our WASS correction
method.
To be consistent with the multi-slice acquisition protocol,
each fMRI slice was subjected to a different but continuous
set of head motion parameters and associated spin saturation
artifacts. While head motion may induce changes in field
inhomogeneity and result in related geometric distortions of
EPI data, our WASS correction method is to be applied after
correction for such field inhomogeneity artifacts.13–16 Fur-
thermore, slice-to-volume registration can be adapted to es-
timate nonlinear warps for geometric distortion
correction.17,18 Lastly, the WASS correction scheme can be
modified to be applied using nonlinear warps; with reference
to Fig. 1, the input rigid motion parameters can be replaced
by warp estimates, leaving much of the algorithm unaltered.
Motion correction approaches using volume to volume
registration are not designed to detect subject head motion
between slice acquisitions correctly. Numerous fMRI analy-
sis techniques, apply the same rigid transform to the whole
volume19–21 allowing no interslice motion. Further many use
L2 metrics which have been shown to result in spurious mo-
tion estimates in the presence of activation.10,22 Since spin
saturation artifacts have magnitudes comparable to
activation,23 these methods may give erroneous motion esti-
mates for time series data leading to false detection of acti-
vation. For a given EPI scan with known TR, TE, and flip
angle values, MSV motion estimates can conceivably be
used to correct for motion and spin saturation effects in fMRI
time series using WASS correction. However, the success of
the correction rests on the ability of MSV to estimate motion
accurately in fMRI data corrupted by spin saturation arti-
facts.
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